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IST Get It is an institutional linking service providing a fast and convenient way to 
access documents licensed by IST Austria.  This manual will guide you through the 
handling of the main publishers and databases facilitating this service. 

Document Delivery is a library service to order e-documents which are not accessible
via IST Austria licenses or to loan books which are not in the IST library stock. This 
manual will help you to identify bibliographic data for ordering via the Document 
Delivery form and guide you through available options depending on the document 
type. 
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Bibliographic data

To put it in a nutshell bibliographic data is information describing a digital object e.g. 
an article. This information helps to identify and retrieve a digital object. 

The source of information for your order can vary. One option is getting it from the 
homepage of a publisher where you probably have to gather up the information you 
need for the order. 
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Another source can be a citation: 
RAMAPRIAN, B. R.; TU, S.-W. An experimental study of oscillatory pipe flow at transitional 
Reynolds numbers. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 1980, 100. Jg., S. 513-544

These are just a few examples for the various sources consisting of valid details. 
Depending on the type of document (article, book part or book) you are looking for, 
bibliographic data needed varies. 
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Note: There is also the option of bibliographic data being 
provided via a linking service, which means you won’t have to 
gather nor fill in any information but the form will be filled in 
automatically. This service is called IST Get It at IST Austria and 
is desribed in the following chapter.
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IST GetIt

Several databases and publishers licensed by IST Austria provide a linking 
service, which leads you to the documents full text or in case it is not accessible 
via IST Austria's subscriptions to the delivery form. Some of these services are 

described below. 

PubMed
This service will only be activated with a specific link: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?otool=iatistlib. Please note that if you 
search for an article via a search engine and get directed to PubMed the service 
won’t be activated.

Looking for an article, the IST Get It button will link you to an intermediate page. 

For the next steps see Access and Order p. 9. 
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Science Direct / Elsevier
The button for the linking service you can find on article level. 

For the next steps see Access and Order p. 9. 

Scopus
In Scopus you can find the button either on the level of the search results …
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…or on article level. 

For the next steps see Access and Order p. 9. 
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Web of Science
In Web of Science you can find the IST Get It-button on the level of the search results …

… or on article level under <Full Text Options>.

For the next steps see Access and Order p. 9. 
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Access and Order 
Via the link resolver you arrive at an intermediate page where you find the 
information about the accessibility of the article. 

A color indicator tells you if the text is freely accessible (green), accessible via IST 
Austria license (yellow). 

Open access articles are indicated green. 

Clicking on the <[CrossRef]> link will lead you directly to the landing page or the full text of the 
article. In the internal availability information you either have a link to the homepage or the full text. 
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Licensed articles are indicated yellow. 

Here like in the example above clicking on the <[CrossRef]> link will lead you directly to the 
landing page or the full text of the article. In the internal availability information you either have a link 
to the homepage or the full text. 

You are linked to the landing page and still have no access? Sometimes because of 
false information in EZB (electronical journal database) which feeds this service or 
because of faulty metadata you do not have access to the article even if the 
intermediate page says so. If this is the case click on <proceed>. You will be linked to 
the document delivery form, from where you can order the article.
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If you do not have access to an article your request will be linked directly to the 
document delivery form, with the bibliographic data already filled in. 

Fill in your personal data, set priority and click <send order>. 

You will receive a confirmation of order.
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Order an article

Bibliographic Data

DOI and ISSN
The one information to uniquely identify an article is the DOI (Digital Object 
identifier). Not all publications have a DOI though. Publications only available in print 
never have a DOI but also early digitally available publications sometimes don’t have 
one. 

The ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) is for the journal what the DOI is for 
the article. Because journals can change their name, publisher etc. but do not change
the ISSN it is a very valid information to give. ISSN exists since 1975 so most of the 
journals publishing after this time have an ISSN. With journals published before this 
time you will miss this information.  

Journal, Volume, Issue, Pages, Title, Author
The title of an article is very valid information. Though not enough to uniquely 
identify a certain article. Furthermore it is sometimes not possible to search the table
of content of journals. So if there is no DOI the best combination of details to provide
is: Journal (ISSN and/or name), Volume, Issue and Pages. It defines the location of an 
article and enables to retrieve it. To make sure, it is worthwhile to add title and 
author. 
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Order
After you gathered the information for ordering an article go to the IST Austria 
Library Homepage www.ist.ac.at/library.

select <Document Delivery>

select <Order an article>
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Fill in the bibliographic data, your personal details, define priority and click <send order>

You will receive a confirmation of order.
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Order a book part

Bibliographic data
The bibliographic data of books differ slightly to those of articles. So if you order an 
article from a book make sure to select <Book part> in the document delivery form. 

Details of the book - ISBN:
The identification of books is guaranteed via the ISBN (International Standard Book 
Number), which almost every published book is equipped with since the late 1960s. 
Adding the author’s name and the book title is useful information as well especially if
a book has no ISBN. If you need a certain edition also enter a date and maybe a note 
of which edition you are looking for.

Details of the chapter: 
To refer to the book chapter specify author, title/number of chapter, and pages. 

Order
After you gathered the information for ordering a book part go to the IST Austria 
Library Homepage www.ist.ac.at/library.

select <Document Delivery>
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Click on <Order book part>

When this form opens you manually have to select book part.
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Fill in the bibliographic and your personal data, then click on <send order>

You will receive a confirmation of order.
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Order a book

Bibliographic data
The identification of books is guaranteed via the ISBN (International Standard Book 
Number), which almost every published book is equipped with since the late 1960s. 
The name of the author and the book title are details worthwhile to have. If you 
need a certain edition of the book make sure you add this information as well. 

Order
After you gathered the information for ordering a book go to the IST Austria Library 
Homepage www.ist.ac.at/library.

Select <Document Delivery>.
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Click on <Order book>

Fill in the bibliographic and your personal data, then click on <send order>
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You will get a confirmation of order.
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Place a purchase suggestion

If you think a book you are looking for would be of use to other readers as well, you 
can make a purchase suggestion via the catalog tool BookList. 

Select <Document Delivery>

Click on <Place a purchase suggestion>
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Login to your account with your Intranet credentials.

Select <New purchase suggestion>.
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Fill in the bibliographic data and than click <submit your suggestion>.
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You will receive a confirmation of submission. 

After evaluation of your suggestion the library team will probably order the book and
you will be informed as soon as the book arrives. Also you will be first ranked to have 
the book on loan. If the book is too specific to order it for the library the you will 
receive an email with the recommendation to order it for the research group or to 
place a interlibrary loan order. 
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